
But many apps aren’t secure.
They store unsecured data, leak sensiive data and

make the user vulnerable to targeted atack.

Your favorite apps are likely to blame.
Top 5 “leakiest” app categories:1

Device users assume they are safe
and don’t always protect themselves:

Malware isn’t the issue.
Mobile users need to worry about apps that leak our data

and improperly secured devices.

H O W  S A F E  I S  YO U R  

M O B I L E  D ATA ?
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179 BILLION
Esimated app downloads in 20152

Apps are being downloaded and created at a staggering rate.

OVER 60,000
new apps are added to the
Apple App store per month3

15%
of all apps leak sensiive data over

the network (plain text or encoded)1

48%
of mobile applicaions have
one high risk security flaw1

That’s a 41%
increase
over 2014
download totals.

SOCIAL TRANSPORTATIONGAMES SHOPPING WEATHER

43%
of users don’t have a PIN,
patern lock, or passcode1

50%
of devices connect to unsecured WiFi

at least once a month in the U.S.1

The real
security problem

What everyone
is focused on

MALWARE APPS LEAKING SENSITIVE

AND PERSONAL DATA

READ MORE: 

bit.ly/1K5Wxqa

Sources: 
1: NowSecure security applicaion analyics
2: htp://www.staista.com/chart/1474/global-app-downloads/ 
3: htps://www.adjust.com/assets/downloads/AppleAppStore_Report2014.pdf
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Reduce your risk.
The good thing is, there are steps you can take today

to raise your personal level of protecion.

The most criical mobile security issues
in order:

Unsecured devices are the norm 

Half of all apps leak sensiive data

Targeted atacks are becoming more frequent

1

2

3

Add a
passcode, PIN,
or patern lock

Avoid
unsecured

WiFi

Update your
OS and apps

Use two-factor
authenicaion
when available

Only download
apps from

official App store
and Play store

Use an app that 
can help manage 

your phone’s 
data security
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